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SUMMARY 

SRI International continued support work for the National Ignition Facility, Chamber 
Dynamics Group at Lawrence Livermart National Laboratory (LLNL). The work entailed 
computational modeling of shrapnel and debris generation from copper shine shields, hohlraum, 
and stainless steel cryogenic support tubes for 1.8 MJ and 1.0 MJ no-yield and 20 MJ yield shots. 
Also, we addressed the effects of shrapnel at the first wall. Computations for 1.8 MJ showed an 
ionized gold hohlraum, but about half solid and half ionized copper shine shields, when matuial 
cell phase boundaries w m  maintained. This debris generation represents a potential threat to the 
first wall and debris shields. Further work is required to translate these results into particle Size 
distributions based on computed strain rates. 

We used simple algorithms for x-ray loading of frost layers protecting the target suppat to 
compute peak smss attenuation. These nsults axe in agreement with LLNL experiments and prior 
calculations. We also made recommendations for passive and active Phebus and Nova 
experiments. Further computations will be needed to intcrprtt experimental nsdts. 

We developed algorithmic formulas for predicting damage in candidate first wall materials 
and we found damage algorithms for fused-silica &bris shield material, We estimated worse case 
impacts (150 pm at 400 m/s) and made recommendations for minimum, first wall, material 
thicknesses. We recommend beebee gun experiments to verify the algorithm for actual, first wall, 
candidate materials. 

We obtained very pdhinary computational results at 20 MJ for pndicting shrapnel mass 
and particle density at the first wall in spherical polarcoordinatt space with the hdrlraum axis as 
the polar direction. The results indicate a complicated array of overlapping distributions of solid, 
melted, and vaporized material. Melt and vapor material axe somewhat directional; solid shrapntl 
tends to be m m  uniformly dispersed. Further verification is needed, as well as computations for 
different masses and particle sizes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

SRI Inmational continued support work for the National Ignition Facility 0, 
Chambtr Dynamics Group at Lamnce Livermore National Laboratary (LLNL). This report 
summarizes our activities over the reporting period 12 July 1995 to 31 January 1%. 

During the project, ikquent review meetings wclrt held, at which SRI presented nsults in 
both written and viewfoil fonnats. In addition, ~A~~onferences wclc held qularly (often weekly) 
to review the progress made by all  participants of the Chamber Dynamics team. Major review 
meetings included one at LLNL on 13 September 1995, and one at Y-12 in Oak Ridge, TN, 011 

5-6 Deccmber 1995. We also met at SRI on 8 and 22 September 1995, to review project status 
with Mike Tobin. We attended a Final Optics Design Review meeting at LLNL on 29 January 
1996, when we discussed htlae program activities. A summary of our discussions is given in the 
Reported Progress section, which ends with an update on our most ncent prognss. Copies of 
write-ups and presentations (in chronological order) arc attached as appendices. 
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REPORTED PROGRESS 

“Update on SRI NIF Support” (13 September 1995) 

We met at LLNL with the Chamber Dynamics group. We presented an update on our 
project work: (1) Our approach to making shrapnel computafhs for the 1.8 MJ (b) no-yield 
shot with hohlraum and copper shine shields (including the effects of lo, 2w, x rays, and debris), 
(2) A description of the fused-silica, hypemelocity, h p a t  data fium National AaonaUtics and 
Spact Administration (NASA) (Karen Edclstein), (3) A description of an algorithmic tool (McNIF) 
that could be used to integrate the target chamber design work and could eventually be usefid for 
NIF operations and experiment designs. Appendix I gives details. 

“Possible McNIF Frost Algorithms” (13 September 1995) 

In this presentation, we described the frost-layer computations for protecting the target 
support from x-ray loading. Early in the program, LLNL and Univdty of W o r n i a  at Berkeley 
(Per Peterson) asked us to undertake some computations of stress attenuation of x-ray loading on 
frost layers at the target support. We used simple design algorithms to estimate stress attenuation 
of frost for a worst case, 590 J/cm2, 50 eV blackbody, 20 ns x-ray loading at 10 cm from the 
0.74 MJ point source [Nova hohlraum for Nuclear Weapons Effects Testing @WET)]. The 
xesults show that simplified algorithms appear practical, and that about a 1 cm layer of frost will be 
required to protect the target positioner cone in the worst case, noncryogenic environment Mart 
comparisons with detailed hydrocode calculations are needed to confirm the above conclusion. 
Prior experiments and detailed calculations by UNL rn consistent with our conclusions. 
Appendix II gives details. 

“Possible Phebus or Nova Experiments” (19 October 1995) 

We prepared a requested wish list of experiments that could be performed on Phebus or 
Nova. Included was a description of possible Phebus/Nova experiments using an all-purpose 
experimental fixture we proposed. Appendix 111 gives details. 
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“Minimum Required Thicknesses for NIF Chamber First Wall Coating” 
(7 November 1995) 

We decided B4C looks good as a first wall material, but it needs an aluminum backing to be 
a good mor to stop potential cracking and spall. We combined available data and simple thecry 
to estimate the minimum required thicknesses of ceramic, first wall materials and plastic, debris 
shield, coating materials to fiord reliable protection against debris and shrapnel in 20 MJ yield 
shots. Appendix IV gives details. 

“Shrapnel and Debris Generation in NIF Chamber from Cry0 Tubes and 
Ho h I raum” (5-6 December 1 995) 

We completed computations for the 1.8 UT (30) and 1.0 MJ no-yield cases with hohlraum 
1 and Cu shine shields (lo and 20). We computed the mass and momentum distribution at the wall. 

Results showed only ionized material remaining. However, the computations included much 
rezoning, and minimum cell energies were averaged to higher values. Because the code run did 
not allow for thermal diffusion or radiation transport, which are likely to be significant, the results 
will at least, represent an uppcr bound. Ongoing calculations w m  made far the 1.8 MJ case with 
material phase-boundary energies maintained. 

out analysis also showed results for a 20 MJ shot in tracing shriipneVdebris to the first 
wall, indicating a complicated pattern of overlapping mas of shrapnel mass distribution. Further 
work is needed. We concluded our shrapnevdebris calculations for the hohlraum, shine shields, 
and cryogenic tubes and ma& estimates of the wmt  case threats, described below. Appendix V 
gives details. 

“NIF Chamber First Wall, Debris Shield, and Beam Dump Hardening Issues” 
(5-6 December 1995) 

We summarized our analysis on the minimum thicknesses required for the NIF chamber 
fmt wall and debris coating materials, to counter the expected, worst case, shrapnel threat. We 
concluded that the minimum first wall thicknesses m larger than desired (5 mm instead of 1 mm), 
primarily because of possible extensive, subcrater fracturing. A 2 mm thickness might work 
because of the low probability of a second impact at the same location. The worst case impact 
appears to be 150 pm steel shrapnel particles impacting at about 400 m/s. Thercfan, initial 
“certification testing” should focus on reproducing these conditions. Because these estimated fmt 
wall thicknesses may or may not be practical, impact testing should be done soon to resolve the 
issue. Appendix VI gives details. 
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LLNL Workshop at Oak Ridge (5-6 December 1995) 

At the LLNL workshop, the Chamber Dynamics contractor team met with Roland Seals 
and the Y-12 thexmal spray and research facility team to explon the feasibility of plasma-spraying 
the first wall of the NIF target chamber. This issue was addressed after pnsentations of the ladest 
research results were made by Mike Tobin, Bob Peterson (University of Wmnsin), Bob 
Tokheim (SRI International), Roland Seals, and many of his team members. We also discussed 
key issues and specific ideas for the Phebus experiments. 

Three key issues arose from the meeting. First, Mikt showed results of observations made 
recently on Nova experiments regarding popoff of material particles on both spayed and sintend 
samples of B4C; the material removed is much 5 a t c r  than that expected from vaporization or 
melting alone. Machining the specimens probably contributed to the significant pow. Spxayed 
samples made by Los Alamos National Laboratory w m  not machined, and no pop-off 
phenomenon was reported by those performing the Helen experiments. In any case, further 
investigation of pop-off is needed to understand the mechanisms involved. 

A second key issue Mike reported was severe outgassing in sprayed materials. This 
appears to be associated with the amount of porosity, but could be related to boride chemistry. In 
fact, the low porosity, sintered BdC passed the outgassing test. Further investigation is needed 

A third key issue (which was initially the main issue was how best to fabricate the wall 
plates. Sintered material can be made many millimeters thick, but is probably too expensive, 
although further investigation is needed to determine this. Spraying would be the easiest, but so 
far Y-12 has not sprayed a boron or boride thicker than 0.5 mm. Y-12 states that the sprayed 
particle size, type and conditions of spraying, and environment for spraying have not yet been 
optimized. However, they have been able to spray alumina to several millimeters in thickness 
without difficulty. Another option is to accept the damage the shrapnel wil l  do to the thinner layer 
and plan to provide thicker layers later with improved technology. Another alternative is to spray a 
graded layering of B4C over alumina. Expenments and computations arc needed to investigate 
impedanm mismatch effects and &lamination of bonds. 

“Update on Recent Hohlraum and Shrapnel Results” (31 January 1996) 

We completed the computation for the 1.8 MJ shot with the shine shield while maintaining 
cell material phase-boundary separation in the computational mesh (to avoid averaging out lower 
energy cells). We found that, although only ionized Au (from the hohlraum) appears, equal 
masses of ionized and solid Cu (from the shine shields) occur, with a considerably lesser amount 
of vaporized Cu, and no appreciable melted Cu. These results repsent a lower limit on solid 
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debris, because radiation diffusion is not included in  the two-dimensional part of the computation 
(the initial part used HYADES, which does include effects of radiation diffusion). Further work 
based on these computations is nceded to estimate from knowledge of material strain rates, 
velocities, and mumentum, damage at the first wall. 

We have very preliminary computational results for shrapnel from the cry0 tubes fa a 
20 MJ shot. The results show mass and particle densities at the first wall for a single cry0 tube 
pair. Mass coming from Merent sections and sfctohs of cry0 tubes overlaps at tk fvst wall in a 
complicated m y .  Melt and vapor materials are somewhat directional, whereas solid shrapnel 
tends to be m m  uniformly dispersed. Further work is needed to vcrify the nsults obtained and to 
compute additional, selected, mass and particle s b  distributions at the fitst wall and at debris 
shields. Then damage can be computed based on algorithms we have and expect to improve 
through b e c k  gun experiments. Appendix VII gives details. 
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UPDATE ON SRI NIF SUPPORT 
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OUTLINE 

“Shrapnel” Computations for 1.8 MJ No-yield Case with 
Shine Shields 
- Configuration 
- Approach 
- Results 

Fused-Silica Impact Data from NASA 
McNIF 
- Menu 
- Demonstration 



Configuration for 1.8 MJ, no-yield case: 

Cylindrical A 
Hohlraum, 
30 pm Thick 
6 mm Dia., 
1.046 ern Len 

Cu Disk Shine Shields(2), 
50 pm Thick,4 cm Radius 

-.-. 



Approach: 

LLNL computations of 10/2cl, intensity onto Cu shine 
shields 
Plot of typical intensity variation on shine shields 
Use of HYADES runs at certain locations for initialization 
of shine-shield L2D computations 
Modified use of previous L2D Au hohlraum computations 
Energy deposition of mixed-blackbody x rays through 
hohlraum to inside of shine shields during L2D run 
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RELATIVE INTENSITY ON A 26x26 mm QUADRANT OF 2w 
BEAM PATTERN ON SHINE SHIELDS 
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RELATIVE INTENSITY ON A 40x40 mm QUADRANT OF 1 w 
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INITIAL SETUP FOR MCNE MENU CHOICES 

Nova, Omega Upgrade, ME, ETF, IFE 
GeneralFeatures 

-Coordinate System and Layout 

-Timeline of Effects 
-3-D Display 

-Damage memory of all nonvoIatile components 
-sensitivity analysis and optimization 

- 
--from Neutrons and Gammas\ 
-Fast Ignitor 
-EMI and Controls 

--Weapons Physics 
-weapons Effects 

e 
Target Chamber Geometry 
-Wall 

-Optics debris shields 
-Laser ports 

-Shine shields 
--Target support cone 
-Target holder 

Source Spedications 
-Driver mode (direct or indirect) 
--Target source 

Gas bag 
Disk 
Hohlram 

--Laser light energies 

--X rays 
--Neutrons 
GeIldAnalysis 
-Direct effects from target source debris, x rays, neutrons at 

--Diagnostics 

-Debris 

wall 
0 Optics debris shields (cratering) 

Shineshields 
Target support cone 
Targetholder 

0 Diagnostics 
--Critical irradiation analysis 



e -- 
- e y  
-Target technology 
-Mechanical responses of chamber components 

-Direct effects from hohlraum debris, x rays and neutrons 
-Secondary effects of hohlraum debris, x rays and neutrons 

-Dw rates from target 
0 



n = neutrons 
x = X-rays 
d = debris (usually hi vei 

m,v) 
s = shrapnel 
m = melt 
v = vapor or gas 
c = condensation 

i = ion implantation 
cr = cratering 
n' = neutron particle 

damage 
y =  gamma ray effects 
r = recycied or cumulative 

effects 

CAM--11 

figure 2-7. NIF target chamber interactions for assessing NIF operations. 



SummaryKonclusions : 

A code methodology has been developed for computing 
the combined effects of hohlraum and shine-shield debris. 
Extrapolations based on NASA data for fused silica should 
be useful for predicting optics debris-shield damage. 
McNIF appears to have the potential of being a useful 
high-level, organizational and analytical design tool 
containing relevant physics and supporting documentation. 



POSSIBLE McNIF FROST ALGORITHMS 

D. R. Curran & R. E. Tokheim 

13 September 1995 

Background: 

Detailed LLNL hydrocode calculations 

GAMBLE41 experiments 

Candidate algorithms: 

Snowplow 

HPOL (Highly Porous Overlay Model) 
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[FROST ALGORITHM] 

SIMPLE DESIGN ALGORITHMS FOR ATTENUATION OF STRESS PULSES IN FROST 
LAYERS; APPLICATION TO NIF TARGET SUPPORT PROTECTION 

D. R. Cumn md R. E. Tokheim 

24 July 1995 

Preliminary National Ignition Facility (NIF) chamher designs utilize frost layers several mm 
thick to protect the target support cone and possibly other ohjects in the chamber from stress 
wave damage caused hy ahsorbtion of cold x-rays emanating from the HohImm. Detailed 
hydrocode computations and ion beam experiments have been performed by LLNL personnel 
[1995] to study the feasibility of the concept, and the results were very encouraging. Ion beam 
fluences up to 400 J/cm2 were tested, the deposition time was about 40 ns, and the deposition 
profile closely matched that expected from 1 KGV BBT x-riys of the s m e  fluence. About 1 cm 
of frost was apparently sufficient to reduce initial front surface pressures to very low values 
(b@. 

Detailed hydrocode calculations are time-consuming and expensive, therefore simple design 
algorithms would be extxemely useful for use in a McNIF menu to evaluate and optimize this 
"frost shielding" concept. In the following paragraphs we explore the feasibility of such 
algorithms, compare them with LLNL calculations, and apply them to a "worst case, non- 
cryogenic" NOVA experiment: A 5(kv BBT, 0.74 MJ point x-ray source that produces a 
fluence of 590 J/cm2 at normal incidence at a IO cm radius with a deposition time of 20 11s. 

The results show that simplitied algorithms appear practical, and that about a I-cm layer of frost 
will he required to protect the target positioner cone in the worst case NOVA non-cryogenic 
environment. 

More comparisons with detailed hydrocode calculations are needed to confirm the above 
conclusion. 

Although snow has long k e n  known to be a good shock wave attenuator, little quantitative data 
are available. Gas gun data are reported in work hy Brown et alC19881, and more recent work by 
Erlich and Curran [ 19941 reported measurement of attenuation of shock waves caused by 
explosively-launched tlyer plates into snow samples roughly 6Ocm x 60 cm x 25cm in size. The 
large sample sizes were required to maintain uniaxial strain flow conditions for the duration of 
the in-material particle velocity measurements. 

For peak pressures less than 100 MPa, the Erlich and Curran work showed that the "snowplow 
model" to be discussed next agrees with the experimental shock wave attenuation data to within 
the experimental scatter of ahout plus or minus 20%. However, the lowest snow density studied 
in the above-referenced work was about 0.3 g/cm3, whereas the frost has a much lower density, 
about 0.1 g/cm3. Furthermore, the peak pressures of interest in the NIF chamber are many 
orders of magnitude higher than 100 MPa. 

As mentioned above, LLNL personnel [ 19951 performed ion beam experiments with the 
Gamble-I1 facility at the Naval Research Labortttory at tluences up to 400 J/cm*. These 



experiments no douht produced the high pressures of interest, although successful pressure 
measurements were not attained. It was observed that about 1 cm of frost of density about 0.1 
g/cc was sufficient to prevent damage in aluminum substrates. Furthermore, LLNL performed 
detailed hydrocode calculations for l kev BBT x-ray tluences of 100 J/cm2. 

Approach 

We will describe two simple algorithms, a snowplow model algorithm for pressures below about 
100 MPa, and a Highly Porous Overlay (HPOL) model algorithm for higher pressures. We will 
then compare predictions of the algorithms with LLNL hydrocode calculations. Finally, we will 
use the algorithms to estimate a "sure-safe'' frost layer for the worst case non-cryogenic exposure 
of the target support cone. 

Snownlow model a Imxithm 

The snowplow model assumes that the porous material is compacted by a steady shock wave to a 
fully compacted, rigid solid whose equation of state is simply, p = ps, where ps is the density of 
the fully compacted state (for our frost case, we choose ps = lgkc). 

We define p = l-po/ps, where po is the initial density. Then the junp conditions become: 

where P is the compressive shock stress in the direction of wave propagation, u is the particle 
velocity behind the shock, U is the shock velocity, and E is the internal energy hehind the shock. 
For frost with an initial density of 0.1 @cc. p = 0.9. 

During x-ray deposition, the foot of the pulse will travel into the frost, shocking up as it goes. 
Simultaneously, unloading from the front surface will be occuring, so that at the end of the 
deposition a shock pulse will exist that has a duration roughly q u a l  to the deposition time t. To 
derive a simple algorithm for shock attenuation, we assume that this initial pulse can be 
approximated by a square pulse of instantaneous rise to a peak compressive stress, followed by a 
duration of time 7. During propagation of this pulse the shock front travels with a shock velocity 
U, and the unloading wave behind it overtakes it with velocity (in laboratory coordinates) u+c, 
where c is the sound speed in the fully dense water (= 1.5 km/s for pressures below about 100 
MPa). Then the depth D at which the unloading wave overtakes the shock front is given by: 

where D is a conservative estimate of the depth of frost required to completely attenuate a shock 
with front surface compressive stress P and duration t, and where u and U art= obtained from Qs 
(1 )  and (2). That is, U = (P/ppo)l/*, and: 

(pU2 + cU)z 
c-( 1-p)U D= 

2 



The above estimate of D is conservative because the actual initiai pulse is more triangular, and 
will attenuate faster, thereby resulting in a smaller value of D than that given by Eq (4) or (5). 

Eq ( 5 )  is plotted M o w  (for c = 1.5 k d s ) .  

Figure1 Pressure vs shock penetration depth 
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Thus, once the shock has decayed to below about 1 0 0  MPA. only a few mm of frost will be 
required to further attenuate it to zero. 

However, this pressure region, where the strength of the frost plays a role, is only a small part of 
the problem. Of real interest is the high pressure region produced when the x-ray fluence is 
sufficient to produce a very high pressure vapor. For example, for the worst case, non-cryogenic 
case mentioned above, an FSCATT deposition calculation in water yields a front surface 
deposition of about 2x1014 e@g, and the depth of vaporization in the frost is about 0.1 mm. 
With a Gruneisen ratio for water of about 0.3, and ignoring expansion during deposition, this 
would produce about 3Mlo GPa (30 Mbar) front surface pressure, a very large pressure indeed. 
Such conditions defy the above simple snowplow algorithm, and we must take a different 
approach, as discussed next. 

Porous 0verl;UI (HPOT Concept 

The HPOL concept is illustrated in the sketch below. The frost is so porous that it is an open 
structure in which dendritic ice fibers form n low-density "brush" [LLNL, 19951, but the fiber 
density is nonetheless assumed high enough to pixvent x-ray shine-through. Thus, all the x-ray 
photon deposition occurs in the fibers at some distance H from the target surface. We also 
assume that the tiher spacing is Iwge enough that only insigniticant s e s s  waves can be 
transmitted through the fibers to the target. Therefore, the impulse is delivered only after the 



blowoff gases expand to impact the target surface. 

+ 
X-RAYS 

F I BERS 

Figurr: 2 Fibrous Overlay Concept 

The x-ray deposition is defined to occur to a depth D in the overlay. It is inkresting to note that 
the mass and specific energy of the blowoff gases from a fihx are to a tirst approximation 
independent of the angle of the tiher to the incoming radiation. This fact is illustrated by the (2- 
dimensional) sketch below, in which the fiber is replaced by a pliste. 

I,F I BER  TARGET^ 
Figure 3 X-ray Deposition Geometry 

If one neglects second order effects such LLS scattering, the deposition depth d is independent of 
the angle of incidence pr. If d is defined as the deposition depth corresponding to vaporization, 
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then the mass of the lowoff from the plate is the plate ( t i k r )  density times the irradiated area 
times dsin8. But the rradiated area varies as Using. Thus. the blowoff mass is independent of 
the x-ray incidence angle. Furthermore, since the numher of absorbed photons is the Same in 
both cases, the deposited specific energy is also constant. This result will also hold for the 3- 
dimensional fiber case:. 

The design approach in general is thus to use low density tibers with high vaporization and melt 
energies to minimize hlowoff mass, to maximize H/D within allowable weight penalties to 
reduce the gas pressure when the expmding gas impacts the target, and to delay the impulse 
delivery. We note that the total impulse reduction possible with the fibrous overlay concept is 
thus equal to that of a porous material. However, as discussed below, the impulse delivery is 
delayed by the time it takes the gas to expand to the target surface. Furthermore, the subsequent 
impulse delivery time is increased, and these effects can be used in some cases to good effect. 

In our specific case, frost is chosen to minimize N E  chamber contamination, so we do not have 
the option of varying the fiber density or vaporization and melt energies. 

It is easy to estimate an approximate impulse delivery time ils a function of impulse and fiber 
geometry parameters. The fibers must be closely enough spaced compared to their lengths to 
prevent shine-through. Therefore, the blowoff gases will rapidly fill the space between the fibers 
before expanding toward the target, and to a tirst approximation this "channel fill up" time can be 
neglected. Thus, the initial conditions can be assumed to consist of gases filling the cavity 
between the fibers to the depth D shown in Figure 2 The gas front then expands toward (and 
away from) the target surface with velocity u. If we assume a linear velocity gradient from the 
gas fmnt to the center of the cloud, the momentum toward the target is 

I = (1/2) m u 

where m is the areal mius of the hlowoff gas. If the pas molecules have elastic collisions with 
the target surhce, the momentum per unit m a  delivered to the target will hr: double that given 
above, i.e. 

I = m u  (6) 

Thus, to a reasonable approximation, the total impulse delivered to the target will be the same as 
if the fiber material had k e n  put on the target surface as a fully dense coating, but the peak 
pressure will be delayed and lower, and the load duration will ht: longer. 

The impulse delivery will he delayed by the time it takes for the g i ~  front to reach the target 
surface: 

Since the areal mass m of the blowoff is independent of tiher orientation, it is the same as for 
normal incidence of radiation on a plate of the f i k r  material, i.e. 

td = Wu = m H/I (7) 

m = p d  (8) 
where p is the initial density of the t i k r  material, and d is the deposition depth corresponding to 
vaporization. Furthermore, to a good approximation, I in Eq.(6) can be obtained from a BBAY 
formula, e.g. the McCloskey-Thompson-version: 

I = 1.2{ 21 (:(Em)z[E - Em( I + ln(E/Em))]dz (9) 
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2 where Em is the melt (or mort: properly the vaporization) energy, z is the areal mass in g/cm at 
a particular depth in the target, z(Em) (called m in Eq.(7) and (8)) corresponds to the depth where 
the deposited specific energy equals the vaporization energy, and I is the total impulse in taps 
(dyne-sec/cm ). 

Pressure reduction over that in the initial hlowoff gas occurs as the gas expands to fill the cavities 
between the fibers and the volume between the deposition region and the target surface. The 
ratio of the initial gas volume to the volume when the gas front reiiches the target is roughly 
d/p@ + 2H), where p as before is the volume porosity of the fibrous layer. Since the gas 
expansion is nearly free, the pressure reduction at the beginning of impulse delivery to the target, 
under the ideal gas approximation, is given by 

2 

P/Po = [d/p@ + 2H)]Y 

where! Po is the pressure in the unexpanded blowoff gas, and y is the ratio of specific heats of the 
gas. Note that under the approximation of free expansion of a gas into a constant volume, the 

final state of the gas does not follow the PVy = constant law, which holds only for “quasistatic” 
processes [amansky, 195 11. We are therefore assuming that the expanding gas front is pushing 
a frost piston slowly enough that wave reverkriitions in the gas keep the gas at a uniform 
pressuxe. This assumption is duhious because the estimated sound speed in the gas is on the 
order of the estimated piston speed. Nonetheless, we will proceed with it. 

The total impulse delivery time tD is the sum of the impulse delay time from Eq.(7) and the 
delivery time tLafter the gas has contacted the target. For a given total impulse, tL will be 
roughly inversely proportional to P. Thus, 

‘D = mH/I + to P(2/p (1 1) 
where to is the delivery time for the prompt impulse when the deposition is in a plate of fully 
dense fiber material, and is approximately q u a l  to the deposition time t. 

The performance bounds of this concept can k inferred from a few numerical examples from 
Eq(l0). The examples are listed in the following table. 
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Table 1 Predictions of HPOL algorithm 

case I BBT h e n c e  d D 
LLNL 1 kev lo() J/cmz O.O(IO3 cm O.O()3 cm 
hydo. 
calc. 

500 J/cm2 0.oWl cm O.O()l cm rt 

CL I Po I comments 
0.9 1112GPa lDec avs to 

at0.003 1 MP!aat 
cmdepth 0.6cm 1 !depth I 
p=l 
(Assumes 
r=i .3, 
uses 
LLNL 
deposition 
protile) 

3000 GPa 
at 0.00 1 
cm depth 

0.9 porn = 

In the HPOL model, we assume a frost fiber density of 1 &e, a porosity p of 0.9, and a vapory 
of 1.3. Figure 4 shows a plot of P as a function of overlay depth from the HPOL algorithm for 
the above lo() J/cm2 cue, and compares it to the LLNL calculation for the same conditions. The 
simple algorithm agrees with the more rigorous LLNL calculation to within less than a factor of 
10 over the range of interest. Moreover, M o w  lo() MPa (1 khar), the snowplow algorithm 
could k invoked to predict that an additional 0.5 cm of frost would completely attenuate the 
pulse, in rough agreement with the LLNL calculations. 
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Figure 4 Attenuation of pressure in frost layer 

We next use the HPOL and snowplow algorithms to evaluate the NOVA "worst case'' for the 
target positioner: 590 J/cm2 ,SO ev BBT. The prediction of the HPOL model is shown in Figure 
5 below. 
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v) 
v) 

2 n 

0.001 0.01 0.1 1 1 0  100 

Depth in frost layer (cm) 

Figure 5 HPOL model estimate of attenuation in frost layer for worst case non-cryogenic case 

In this case, we see that the HPOL model predicts that the pressure will he reduced to 100 MPa 
(1 kbar) at ;I depth of lmm. Then the snow plow model predicts that 5 additional mm would 
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reduce the presure to negligible mounts. Thus, IO mm of frost would appear to be suticient 
protection for the target positioner cone for the worst case non-cryogenic environment, even at 
normal incidence. However, a detailed hydrocode calculation with relevant physics is needed 
both to confirm this conclusion. and to validate the simple algorithms. 

However, the target holder would appear to be vulnerhle to higher tluences, since more than 1 
cm of frost may be impractical. Thus, for cases involving nuclear burn, it may be impossible to 
prevent the target holder from forming shrapnel. 

Summarv 
The simple HPOL algorithm at high pressures combined with the snowplow model below 100 
MPa appears to give a reasonable estimate of the frost layer thickness required to reduce the 
incident pnssure to safe levels. 

More comparisons of these algorithms with detailed hydrwode calculations containing the 
relevant physics are needed to validate these potential McNIF algorithms. 

Then the McNIF algorithm should be used early in the program to define the hounds of where 
frost protection is viable. 
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SUMMARY 

Postulated simple McNIF algorithms look 
promising 

But need validation with further hydrocode 
calculations and experiments 
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POSSIBLE PHOEBUS or NOVA EXPERIMENTS 
Bob Tokheim and Don Curran 

1 W 19/95 

a l l  purpose experimental furture might look 

stress gages 

aterial of shine Buffer containing 

be absent in so 

Target no. 2 K (material of 
first wall or Stress gages 
debris shield) 

The idea is to have a standard fixture that could be used in either Phoebus or Nova experiments, 
thereby standardizing as much as possible the experimental procedures. 

This is just a first cut; many improvements can no doubt be made, e.g. the witness cylinder 
could be a hemisphere. 

Some possible experiments with this furture ate listed next.. 

/ 
Incident l-omega or 
3-omega radiation 

Buffer 



2. Exnenments. A few proposed experiments with the above fixturr: we listed in the following 
table. 

Purpose of 
experiment 

Measure the 
effects of x-rays 
and debris from 
shine shields on 
1st will1 and 
debris shield 
materials 

Measure the 
effects of 1-0 on 
beam dumps, 
capture beam 
dump ablated 
materid 

Measure the 
combined effects 
of Hohlraum x- 
rays and debris 
on 1st wall and 
debris shield 
materials 

Incident radiation 
on Target no. 1 

1-0 

1 -0  

3 - 0  

hrget  no. 1 

Clopper disk 
:with and without 
-ear surfiice 
wffer & gages) 

Beam dump 
layers with rear 
iurfiwe buffer & 
S'igt=s 

Cold disk 
(with and withoul 
rear surfiice 
huffer & gages) 

Parget no. 2 

iide- by-side: 
lB4C&B 
1 Fused silica & 
used silica over 
nethy l-cellolose 

Vitness materid 
xlected to hest 
:apture beam 
Jump ablated 
naterial 

Side- by-side: 
bB4CClrB 
Fused silica & 

fused silica over 
rneth yl-cellolose 

lomments 

4ary spot size on 
arget no. 1 to 
rary fluence. 
tear surface 
;ages only used 
o r  large spot 
;izes 

' Vary spot size 
on target no. 1 to 
vary fluence. 
Rear surface 
gages only used 
for large spot 
sizes 

Gages behind 
target no. 2 allow 
measurement of 
debris arrival 
time, and 
possibly validate 
code calculations 
of debris impulse 

.. 3. Multiexposure ettec 'ts: The above experiments can he performed several times with the same 
samples andor  witness plates to explore cumulative effects. 

4. get, ris measurement diignostics; 

Figure 1 shows how a target (debris source [Target no. 11 or debris sink [Target no. 21) 
might he instrumented to measure debris characteristics. Additionally a time resolved history of 
the debris can be obtained by employing a rotating drum technique developed for radiation 
simulators (hoth as a diagnostic and as a component of a debris shield), see figure 2. Table 1 



details the attxibutes and liahilities of various diagnostic measurements that can be made of 
debris generation and deposition on the NIF. 

Figure 1. Possible Sensors installed into a debris diagnostic target. 

Bar flush With 

Stress sensors 
in buffer material 

/ Bar pressure gage 

arg.1 matorial 
indrumantod with 

Sensors on or in bar 



Rotating drum 

Witness strip on 
drum surface for 
resolving time 
history of debtis. 

plate. 

Figure 2. Test configuration for making time-dependent debris measurements. 

TIME RESOLVED MEASUREMENT OF DEBRIS 

A possible technique for capturing o time resolved history of NIF debris would be to use 
a fast rotating drum covered with a collecting strip see figure 2. This concept has k n  
previously developed and some preliminary testing was done to collect debris generated on an x- 
ray simulators. 

The concept consists of a hollow aluminum drum rotating with a maximum surface 
velocity of 2oU m/s to 300 m/s, limited by the material properties (this corresponds to 20,000 
rpm to 30,0(K) rpm for a 100 mm radius drum). The sur fxe  of the drum can he covered with a 
flexible strip such as Mylar or Kapton which can capture a time history of the debris through 
condensation or impact of liquid or solid particles. This strip can be removed and inspected using 
a scanning electron microscope where debris content can he ascertained through elemental 
analysis, craters cui be measured and counted and the speed of each debris component 
determined. Alternatively the drum can be slotted to capture and time resolve a specific 



component of the debris swam. As the drum routes the slot will p i  through the debris line-of- 
site and some of the material will pass through to the interior of the drum. In this case the 
collector strip is placed on the inner sur tke of the hollow drum. 

The drum is housed in a cassette where the front fii'ace can be slotted to collimate the 
dehris beam improving the time resolution of the technique, a 0.3 mm slit width corresponds to a 
nominal 1 psec resolution on the collector strip. Additionally the cassette serves to contain 
material in the event of a catastrophic failure. A secondary shutter can be used to block the 
collimating slot preventing any "rewrite" on the collector strip. 

The drum runs on high speed vacuum rated bearings driven by a vacuum rated high speed 
motor (approximately 1 hp for a Itlo mm radius by 130 mm long hollow aluminum drum), both 
of these require active cooling in a vacuum environment. The drum speed and orientation ate 
computer controlled to interface with NXF timing. Once the desiEd rotational rate is achieved a 
timing pulse is issued when the drum is in a specific rotational orientation. This pulse can be 
used to either trigger the source or be recorded and thus establish an absolute time reference for 
the debris collecting strip. 



Table 1. Potential sensors and diagnostics 

GAGE 
TYPE 

Rotating 
drum 

auiutz 
stress 

short-circuil 
or current 

mode 

-__I-- 

Quartz 
stress 

differential 
voltage mod1 

--_- 
Ytterbium 

Stress 

MEASUREMENT 

Collect samples of 
debris material. 

Stress induced in 
material hy "blow-off" 
3f surface. 

- --- 
Stress induced in 
m3terial by "blow-oft" 
3f surfiace. 

--_ -.--- 
Stress induced in target 
by debris impact. 

Stress induced in 
material by "blow-oft" 
3f surface. 

AITRIBUTES 

Time history of debris 
field (What iurives 
when, what state it is il 
and how much). 

. Debris velocity. . Debris phase state (i. 
vapor. liquid, solid). 

Elemental analysis. 
Minimum ri.se-time. 

Noise immunity (low 
impedance in short - 
circuit mode) 

History of successful 
use on radiation 

Long duration recordii 
time. 

simu1gtors.- - _ -  

Diameter can cover 
large range, - 6 mm t( - 13mm. 

Noise immunity for 
differential design . 
History of successful 
use on radiation 
sirnul;_ltors,. 
Noise immune design 
evolved from UGT 
testing. 

Can sense over large 
3rea.s. 

LIMITATIONS 

totational rate limited by 
nsteriid properties of 
hum. (Surface velocity 
imited S about 300 
d S ) .  

Very short =cording 
ime (-1 psec). 

Diameter 1 -3 times the 
hickness. 

stress I -loo0 ma. 

&e-time is dependent 
on overall sensor 
thickness, 1 - 40 nsec. 

Stress I -1OOO MPa. 

Difficult to make 
(differential design). 

Low stress sensitivity 
limits measurement to 
hetween about 10 MPa 
and 2000 MPa. 

Sensitive to strain. 



Tahle 1. Potential sensors and diagnostics for dehris chwicterization (continued). 

GAGE 
TYPE 

Mmgmin 
StXSS 

-- 
Carbon 
Stress 

--,-I 

PVDF 
Stress 

MEASUREMENT 

S-wss induced in 
material by "blow-off' 
of surface. 

- --I.--- 
%ESS induced in target 
hy debris impact. 

Stress induced in 
material by "blow-ofi" 

Stress induced in target 
by debris impact. 

Of SUlfiiCC. 

Smss induced in 
material by "blow-off" 
of surface. 

ATTRIBUTES 

AW temperiiture 
:mfticient. 

Vaise immune design 
:volved from UGT 
sting. 

Zan sense over large 
ireas. . .  - 
Robust . 

Zan sense over large 
K e S .  

- 
Generally the same is 
quam in either cumnt  
mode or voltage mode. 

Sensor can he made 
very thin, - 10 pm to 
5 0  pm. 

Low-2 materid. 

lery low sensitivity to 
tress, m e s m m e n t  of 
tress ahove about 500 
dPa. 

I _.-.. - 
AW stress sensitivity. 

Generally the same as 
quartz either current 
mode or voltage mode. 

Perkips not as well 
understood as quartz. 

Small m a  only, 1 mm tc 
25 mm2. 

Sensitive to strain. 



Instrumented 
pressure 

bar 

--- - - _  
?resure-time h i s t o j  of 
iehris deposition on 
.=get. 

ayer. 
?RSSU~C: of "hlow-ofh" 

- - .- 
Removes sensor(s) to a 
less severe 
environment. 

Noise immune design 
evolved from UGT 
testing. 

Bar can be instrumented 
with multiple sensors to 
enhance confidence in 
measurement. 

Diameter can cover 
large range, - 3 mm to - 13mm. 

Can measure pressures 
as low as about .01 

-- - 
Dispersion in bar 
material complicates 
measured signal (rise- 
time typically 21 -). 

Upper s m s  limit 
determined by yield 
p i n t  of bar material. 

Recording duntion 
generally limited by 
acoustic length of bar, a 
few hundred psc. 

Techniques to extend 
measuement time have 
heen developed. 



Appendix IV 

MINIMUM REQUIRED THICKNESS FOR NIF CHAMBER 
FIRST WALL AND DEBRIS SHIELD COATING 



Table I. Potential sensors and diagnostics for debris characterization (continued). 

~ Ruby stress 

MEASUREMENT 

Stress induced in 
material by "hlow-oft-' 
of surface. 

ATTRIBUTES 

--._-..- --- --- - 
High frequency 
response. 

Diameter can cover 
large rtmge,S - 1 mm 
to - 20 mm. 

Upper stress range 130 
GPd. 

Stress sensitivity is well 
charicterizcd. 

LIMITATIONS 

Evelopment stage 

Signal conditioning cost* 

Lower limit of resolution 
about 200 MPa to 300 
MPa. 

DNA cumntly funding * 
effort. 



Minimum Required Thicknesses for NIF Chamber First Wall and Debris Shield Coating 
Materials to Counter the Expected Shrapnel Threat 

D. R. Curran and R. E. Tokheim 

7 November 1995 

We have combined available data and simple theory to estimate the minimum required 
thicknesses of ceramic first wall materials and plastic debris shield coating materials to afford 
reliable protection against debris and shrapnel in 20 Mj yield shots. The results are summarized 
in the following table. 

Table 1. Minimum thicknesses for debris and shrapnel protection 

&laterid 

Fully dense BJC, B, or S ic  
for first wall protection 

85% dense B4C, B, or Sic for 
first wall protection 

Debris shield coating piastic 

Mimmum thickness (mm) 

5 

4-6 

3 -5 

Comments 

3riterion is that the hyer 
hichess  be five times the 
i m a g e  radius. The craters 
m shallow, but a luge sub- 
:rater fractured zone is 
?robable. A thinner layer may 
~e possible if the fractured 
material remains bonded to 
the substrate. 

I, 

Criterion is that the layer 
thickness be five times the 
dunage radius. Lack of large 
sub-crater fracture zone allow 
thinner layer than for the first 
wall ceramics. 

The relatively thick layer requirements for the first wall material comes from the extensive 
fracturing that may occur in these brittle materials, but does not occur in soft matends like 
plastic or aluminum. However, the soft materials make deeper craters. Thus. the extent of 
damage is comparable for the soft and hard materials. 

The most dangerous fragments appear to be the 150 pm steel shrqnel  particles impacting at 
about 400 ds. Therefore, initial "certiiication testing" should focus on producing these 
conditions. 



The effect of 15% porosity in the first wall material appears to be mixed. with the porous 
materid exhibiting more dunage at lower impact velocities corresponding to the '(worst case" 
shrapnel. and less damage at the high velocities corresponding to the small debris particles. 

Shrapnel and debris threat 

The threat considered here consists of gold Hohlraum and copper shine shield debris as well as 
steel shnpnel originating from the cryogenic tubes. The shrapnel is created as the tubes expand 
due to neutron heating, and the shrapnel is then accelerated further by absorption of Hohiraum x- 
rays and by the gold debris "wind" from the Hohlraum. 

.. 

Preliminary estimates for a 20 MJ shot give shrapnel particles in the size range of 1-150 m- 
diameter, with the smaller panicles impacting the first wall or debris shields at about 10 km/s, 
and the larger panicles impacting at about 400 ds. Only a few hundred of the larger shrapnel 
particles will be produced, but 107 - 108 of the smaller panicles will be produced. The current 
chamber design geometry will tend to concentrate the larger particles on the beltline away from 
the debris shields. and to cmcentme the smaller particles on the debris shields. However, some 
particles of a11 sizes will impact at every location. 

Hardenine marerialg 

First wail material candidates are cenmics. either plasma-sprayed to about 85% of full density, 
or sintexd andor  pressed to nearly full density. The debris shield material is fused silica but a 
candidate design has a methyl-cellulose plastic coating to mitigate shrapnel and debris damage. 

Prohlem: Determine the minimum ceramic and plllstic thicknesses required to survive a large 
number of yield shots before needing to be replaced. 

Our initial approach is empirical. We have surveyed damage observations from tests over the 
panicle size and velocity ranges of interest for ceramics and plastics. arid have scaled the results 
to panicle size. We checked these conclusions for plausibility by applyins simple penetration 
models. 

D m  for plastics 

,U.I\SX d m  exist for tetlon urgets impacted by 3 2  mm glass spheres at velocities from 1 to 7 
k d s  [ 11. The results were similar to those obtained later for 1100 aluminum targets over the 
same impact velocity rmge, althcugh .Lhe tetlon cniers showed short cracks radiating from the 
crater whereas the aluminum showed classic plastic craters. In both materials the craters were 
roughly hemispherical in shape. The similarity of results is not surprising because at these high 
impact velocities the forces exerted on the target are well above the yield strengths of the flowing 
penemtor and target materials, and 3 simple law in which the crater depth is equal to the 
interface velocity times the "impactor erosion time" may be reasonable. 

That is, assume that the impactor is a rod of length L. The rear of the rod moves towards the 
target at the impact velocity v, while the eroding nose moves into the target at the slower 
interface velocity av. The depth of penetration corresponding to complete erosion of the 
peneuator is 
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If the cmer  is hemispherical, the ntio of the diameter D of the crater to the characteristic 
impactor size L is 

D/L = 2P/L = 2d( 1-a) (.I) 
An estimate for a can be obtained from impedance matching of impactor/target maten&. such 
estimates are given in the table below. 

Table 2. Impedance matching estimates for a, and the associated values of D/L, for several 
materials. Comparison with experimental dam 

r Impactor 
materid/tuget 

material 

Glass/ tellon 
S teeV tetlon 
Goid teflon 

Conoedtetlon 

I ceramic (e.g. B4c or 
S iC) 

Srzdciense m o t  
ceramic (2.g BJ, or 

S iC) 

Copperkiense m a r  
ceramic (2.g. B4c or 

SIC) 
.Aluminum/ fused 

silica 

LV e/ s i3 N4 

il D/L Observed D/L for Comments 
impact velocities 

between 1 and 7 km/s 

= 0.6 = 1.8 0.8 - 3.5 Ref. 1 
= 0.75 I p4.5 I I 

I 

= 0.5 I J 1.5 - 4.0 Ret: 2 
= 0.7 = 3.3 Cnters expected only ' 

for impact velocities > 
=2km/s 

= 0.65 = 2.4 = 2 for the crxer, but 
= 7 for fractured zone 
in novaculite at 300 

I 

I 

d S  
= 0.65 = 3.4 . 

I 
Ref. 3. Sub-cnter 

= 0.5 = 2  2 - 8  damage not recorded 

= 0.5 = 2 Pio cmer,  but crack 
lengths with D/L = 3 

Incmsing values of D/L are expected for the higher impact velocities because the mter c a v i ~  
continues to grow after the impactor is consumed. The growth stops after the kinetic energy in 
the =get after the impactor is consumed is dissipated by work against the =get yield strength. 
If the kinetic energy in the nrget after the impactor is consumed is proportional to the initial 
kinetic energy in the impactor, then the post-consumption cavity growth would be proportional 
to v y 3 .  where v is the impact velocity. A dimensiond analysis with this velocity dependence 
was derived more rigorously. and applied to the aluminudfused silica data. in kf. 3. 

The teflon and aluminum =get data also show this type of weak increase with impx t  velocity, 
3s reported in References 1 and 2. 

The above dam for tetlon Suggest that a conservative tetfon thickness T/L would be about 5 times 
the calculated D/L in the above table. Since the largest shrapnel fragment is expected to have a 
size of 150 pm (0.15 mm). this criterion would yield a minimum tetlon thickness of 3.4 mm. 
This thickness could also he expected to survive many shots because most of the fngments llfe 
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expected to be much smaller than 150 pxn, and the probability of the lruger shrapnel panicles 
impacting in an earlier large crater should be small, 

Since the mechanical properties of most plutics under hypervelocity impact conditions are 
similar, the above results for teflon are probably resonable for other plastics such as methyl- 
cellulose. Of course:, we need to confirm this conclusion with impact experiments on the plastics 
of interest. 

Cenm' IC first wall maten *a15 

Impact damage from metallic impactors against brittle urget materials with high compressive 
yield strengths is fundmenully different than damage in soft target materials at impact 
velocities below about 2 km/s, because the high strength target causes the impactor material to 
flow, and the impactor is "consumed" without penetrating the target. However, tensile stresses 
are produced in the targets, resulting in "Henian cone cncks" and "lateral cncks" that can 
excavate surface material and produce shallow craters. The extent of the fractured zone beneath 
the impactor can be quite l q e .  even though the craters are shallow, as noted in Table 2 for 
novalulite targets. 

.At impact velocities greater than about 3 km/s. metallic impactors will produce "stagnation 
pressures" ( = p&) that exceed 10 GPa. which is roughly the compressive yield suength of a 
good ceramic. and "plastic" penetration can occur. Thus, for impact velocities above 2 WS, we 
c'an use the rough formula of Table 3. Again. however, we expect the fractured zone to be more 
extensive than the plastic crater. 

Some of these d m  appear in Reference 1 a n d  5.  

Hypervelocity impacts at a i  "chunky" fngments at velocities well in excess of 2 km/s will 
produce localized surface Ioads with energy densities well in excess of those in chemical high 
explosives. For example, ;1 stez! fragment impacting at 10 km/s has 3 kinetic energy density of 
about 1U.000 caUg, or ten times that of a typical chemical high explosive. For such cases, meteor 
impact, chemicai explosive. and nuclear crater data -are relevant. For such cases in ''hard rock", 
shallow craters are formed with a D/L = 2 (where L is the dimension of the charge, i.e. the size of 
the intensely loaded surfac;: m a ) ,  and with a heavily fractured suh-cnter zone with a D/L of 7 
- IO. Hydrocode cratering calculations are in f i r  agreement with these results [5,6]. 

The observations in Reference 4 suggest that the 85% dense material produced a damage radius 
about 30% larger for a civen impact velocity than rhe fully dense material. However, this does 
not agree with o b s e r d o n s  in Reference 6 for explosive charges in contact with 35% porous 
calcite grout, which appeared to show less dunage than the fully dense case. This is possibly 
explained by the higher importance of the smss attenuation properties of the porous material at 
hypemeloci ties. 

Our tentative conclusion is that the performmce of the 85% dense and the fully dense material is 
comparable, but with the porous mawrial perhaps showing better performance at hypervelocities. 
On the other hand, the greatest threat appears to be the 150 p n  steel shrapnel fra-menu 
impacting at 400 ds. In that case, the fully dense material may be superiior. 

The above results are summarized in Table 1 above. 

Impact testing should obviously be performed on these candidate matrerials as soon as possible. 



Appendix V 

SHRAPNEL AND DEBRIS GENERATION IN NIF CHAMBER FROM 
CRY0 TUBES AND HOHLRAUM 



Summary and conclusions 

T h e  results of our preliminary analysis rue given in Table 1 above. The minimum first wail 
thicknesses rue larger than desired (J 5 mm instead of = I mm), primarily because of the 
possibility of extensive sub-cnter fracturing. A 2 mm thickness might wotk because ofthe low 
probability of a second impact (IC the same location. 

The worst cas(: impact appears to be 150 pm steel shrapnel particles impacting at about 400 ds. 
Therefore, initial “cenitication testing” should focus on producing these conditions. 

Since these estimated tirst wail thicknesses are on the borderline of being practical, impact 
testing should be done soon to resolve the issue. 
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km/s”. YXSX Technical Memormdom 104797 (July 1994). 
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Contract No. NO001 14-76-0657 (May 1979). 
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NO-YIELD HOHLRAUM DEBRIS COMPUTATIONS 

1.8 MJ with shine shields 
1.0 MJ with shine shields 



Configuration for Hohlraum with Shine Shields: 

Cylindrical Au 
Hohlraum, 
30 ym Thick, 
6 mm Dia., 
1.046 cm Len 

Cu Disk Shine Shields(Z), 
50 ym Thick,4 cm Radius 

- - - -  



Approach: 

LLNL computations of ld2cu intensity onto Cu shine 
shields 
Plot of typical intensity variation on shine shields 
Use of HYADES runs at certain locations for initialization 
of shine-shield L2D computations 
Modified use of previous L2D Au hohlraum computations 
Energy deposition of mixed-blackbody x rays through 
hohlraum to inside of shine shields during L2D run 
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PROJECTION OF SHRAPNEWDEBRIS TO FIRST WALL 

Focus on 20 MJ yield case (16 MJ neutrons) 
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Figure1 . Configuration for NIF yield shot showing treatment of cryogenic tube 
break-up and shrapneYdebris projection onto target chamber first wall 
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NIF CHAMBER FIRST WALL, DEBRIS 
SHIELD, AND BEAM DUMP HARDENING 

ISSUES 

R. E. Tokheim, D. R. Curran, M. Tobin 

Presented at Oak Ridge, 5-6 December 1995 



OUTLINE OF BRIEFING 

Chamber wall radius issue 

First wall hardening material issues 
- Candidate materials 
- Configuration 
- X-ray ablation 
- Response to x-ray-induced stress waves (e.g. spall or 
delamination) 

- Response to shrapnel and debris 
- Mounting configurations 
- Effect of deposited debris and embedded 

- Response to 1d20  
shrapnel on subsequent exposures 

Debris shield and beam dump hardening issues 
- Same as above, except minus candidate 

- Efficacy of plastic coating 
materials, and plus 

Minimum thicknesses of hardening materials required for 
survival under multiple exposures 

Qualification testing issues 
- Worst case threat definition 
- Proposed tests 



CHAMBER WALL RADIUS ISSUE 

Decision: 5 meters 

Assumes we will solve the above issues 

Discussed in separate briefing 
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FIRST WALL MATERIAL HARDENING ISSUES 

Candidate materials: B4C, B., Sic, AL203 

Assumed configuration: The hardening material is sprayed or 
glued to a thicker metal substrate plate (see later discussion) 

X-ray ablation 
- B4C and B are expected to have removal depths < 0.5 pm, 
and provide adequate protection for the aluminum chamber 
wail for yields up to 45 MJ. 

Response to x-ray-induced stress waves (e.g. delamination, 
spall). 

- Earlier analyses for 0.5 mm plasma sprayed boron with 
an aluminum nitride bond to an aluminum substrate 
suggested that stresses at the rear of the boron were less 
than 0.01 kbars for fluences up to 3.5 J/cm2. Bond 
strengths of 0.15 kbars are attainable. Thus, debonding is 
probably avoidable. (Although higher stresses can be 
expected for HIP material, we can also use a strong epoxy 
bond in that case). 

- Above estimates used a equation of state that needs more 
data for validation. 

- More calculations and tests are needed. 



0 Response to shrapnel and debris (20 MJ threat) 

Material 

Gold from 
Hohlraum 
Copper from 
shine shields 
(but probably 
not present in 
20 MJ shots) 
Small steel 
shramel 
Large steel 
s hramel 

Ave. size of 1 Total no. of I ADDroximate 
fragments I fragments in I siiedat first 

the chamber W a l l  
Vapor Vapor 10 k d s  

I I 

Vaporplus I > 1011 I 10 k d s  
micron-sized I droplets 1 

droplets 

= 1 pm 1 O’l- 108 - < 10 k d s  

= 150pm = 150 400 d s  

- Worst case: 150 pm steel particles impacting 
at 400 m/s 

- Expected damage from above worst case: Each 
150 
but 

- 

pm particle produces only a small crater, 
a roughly hemispherical, heavily fractured 

region beneath the impact site with a radius ==: 1 

- Expected 
hy perveloc 
produces a 

damage from the small, 
ity fragments: a 1 pm particle 
hemispherical crater about 5 pm 

deep. 
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Mounting configurations 

- Unbacked ceramic plates 
bending-induced fracture. 

are susceptable to 

- Standard ceramic armor design practise is to 
bond the ceramic to a relatively thick, ductile 
metal backing plate to prevent bending, and 
provide "confinement". The overall goal is to 
keep the ceramic in compression during the 
attack. 

- The above recommended practise can be met 
by plasma spraying directly on an aluminum 
substrate plate or on an interface material, or by 
epoxy bonding a sintered material to the 
substrate plate. 
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Effect of deposited debris and imbedded 
shrapnel on subsequent x-ray and 10/20 
exposures 

- Transfer of shrapnel material to debris 
shields 

- Damage from "hot spot" stress waves 

- Needs analyses and tests 



DEBNS SHIELD AND BEAM DUMP 
HARDENING ISSUES 

Response to shrapnel and debris: Uncoated 
silicaresponse wili be similar to that of B4C 
and B because silica is also a high compressive 
strength, brittle material. 

Efficacy of plastic coating 
- Data exist for glass beads impacting teflon 

at 1-7 

- These 

MS. 

data can be extrapolated to steel 
Iragment s . 

- 'l'he worst case steel fragment (150 Frn 
particle at 400 d s )  is expected to penetrate 
to a depth of 1-2 mm in plastic. 
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MINIMUM THICKNESSES REQUIRED FOR SURVIVAL, 
UNDER MULTIPLE EXPOSURES FOR FIRST WALL 

HARDENING MATERIAL AND DEBRIS SHIELDBEAM 
DUMPMATERIALS 

Matend 

Fully dense B K ,  B, or Sic  
for first wall protection 

B58 dense B C ,  B, or Sic for 
fust wall protection 

Debris shield coating plastic 

Minimum thickness (mm) 

5 

4 - 6  

2-4 

Comments 

Criterion is that the layer 
thickness be five times the 
damageradiu. 'Ihecraters 
are shallow, but a large sub- 
crater fractured zone is 
probable. A thinner layer may 
be possible if the fractured 
material remains bonded to 
the substrate. 

11 

Criterion is that the iayer 
thickness be twice the damage 
radius. Lack of large sub- 
crater fracture zone allows a 
thinner layer than for the fmt 
wall ceramics. 
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QUALIFICATION TESTING ISSUES 

Worst case threat definition: 150 pm diameter 
steel shrapnel fiagments impacting at 400 m/s 

Proposed test goals 

-Verify that the manufactured material has 
the specified density, composition, and 
thermo-mechanical properties. 

- Subject the samples to representative 
impacts . 

- Quick turn-around time. 

- Cost effective. 
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RELEVANT HISTORY 

Work in 1970s and 80s on erosion-resistant IR 
windows and ceramic turbine components. 

Work since the 1960s on x-ray hardening of 
space assests. 

Work since the 1960s on ceramic armor. 



APPLICATIONS OF PAST HISTORY TO FIRST WALL AND 
DEBRIS SHIELD/BEAM DUMP MATERIAL TESTING 

The ceramics should be bonded to a metal (e.g. aluminum) 
backer plate that has a thickness significantly greater than that of 
the ceramic (to prevent bending). 

Cratering can be prevented or minimized if the ceramic or 
fused silica has a Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL) much higher 
than that of the shrapnel material. (e.g. this requirement is met 
for fuIly dense B4C or Si02 against steel shrapnel). 

Ring, conical, and radial cracks are formed at relatively low 
impact velocities, and may penetrate through the ceramic to the 
metal backing plate. Therefore, the ceramic must be well- 
bonded to the backing plate in order to hold the fractured 
ceramic together. 

B4C is a high performance armor material, but the much 
cheaper Sic  is also good. We should calculate the expected 
ablation from Sic before settling on B4C or B. 

Dynamic impact tests are necessary because in quasistatic 
indentation tests, the shrapnel materials used as the indentor fail 
too early. Also, for plastic coatings, the 400 m/s  impact velocity 
for steel shrapnel is in the grey area between rigid body 
penetration and hydrodynamic penetration. 
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CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IMPACT TEST 
FACILITIES 

SRI has a simple, small launcher that can shoot 
sub-mm spheres at velocities up to = 500 d s .  
Such launchers probably exist (or could easily 
be constructed) at other facilities as well. 

NASA has a facility that can shoot mm-sized 
spheres at velocities up to = 7 km/s. 
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PROPOSED TESTS 

Particle impact tests at several particle sizes 
and impact velocities chosen to 
expected for the shrapnel (from 

span the range 
dud-shots to 

over 
- 

20 MJ). 
Particle sizes from 0.1 to 1 .O mm. 
Impact velocities from 10 m/s  to 10 W s .  
Simple gas gun for velocities up to 5 O O d s .  
NASA facility for higher velocities. 

Standard mechanical and chemical analyses to 
verify the material's density and composition. 

- SEM scans. 
- Density measurements, porosimeter tests 
- Hardness, tensile strength, fracture 

- Thermal properties (e.g. incipient 
toughness . 
vaporization energy, sublimation energy, 
thermal diffusivity, thermal expansion 
coefficient). 

- Chemical composition tests. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
QUALIFICATION TESTING 

Promising first wall coating materials should 
be first tested in particle impact tests at the 
lower impact velocities (below 500 d s ) .  

If the material still looks promising, then 
higher velocity impact testing and thorough 
laboratory characterization can proceed in 
parallel. 
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UPDATE ON RECENT HOHLRAUM AND 
SHRAPNEL RESULTS 

R. E. Tokheim and D. R. Curran 
SRI INTERNATIONAL 

3 1 January 1996 



OUTLINE 

NO-YIELD HOHLRAUM DEBRIS COMPUTATIONS 
CRY0 TUBE SHRAPNEL COMPUTATIONS 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 



NO-YIELD HOHLRAUM DEBRIS COMPUTATIONS 

0 

0 

1.8 MJ with shine shields 
- Without material phase boundaries 
- With material phase boundaries 
1.0 MJ with shine shields 
- Without material phase boundaries 





Approach: 

0 LLNL computations of 10/20 intensity onto Cu shine 
shields 
Plot of typical intensity variation on shine shields 

0 Use of HYADES runs at certain locations for initialization 
of shine-shield L2D computations 

0 

0 

Modified use of previous L2D Au hohlraum computations 
Energy deposition of mixed-blackbody x rays through 
hohlraum to inside of shine shields during L2D run 
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1.0 MJ with shine shields 
- Without material phase boundaries 
1.0 MJ with shine shields 
- Without material phase boundaries 
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CRY0 TUBE SHRAPNEL COMPUTATIONS 

Previous Work (see 5-6 Dec 95 presentation) 
20 MJ yield case (16 MJ neutrons) 
Previously computed shrapnel and associated neutron, x-ray, and 
debris velocity contributions are included. 
Shrapnel regions traced to first wall 

Representation of shrapnel mass and particle densities at first wall in 
spherical polar-coordinate space (for convenience of comparison with 
laser hole/debris shield locations) 

Recent Work 



loading of a  si^,., uayu kuuw / 

X 

Projection of 

Y 
-- 

nain CC -in hihn 

1 
Section of cry0 tube 
showing sector division of 
shrapneVdebris 

Each sector has 
the s q e  partide 
distribution 

Moving away from 
hohlraum successively 
shows vapor, liquid, 
melting, split and spall, 
split only, and solid 
material conditions in 
stainless steel for yield 
shots 

Figure--Configuration for NIF yield shot showing treatment of cryogenic tube break-up 
and shrapnelldebris projection onto target chamber first wall 



Mass Density of Shrapnel in e=@ Space 
for Single Cry0 Tube Pair 
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Number of Shrapnel Particles in O-@ Space 
for Single Cry0 Tube Pair 



Number of Shrapnel Particles (Expanded Scale) 
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Hohlraum: 

The most Au and Cu deposition on the first wall occurs along the 
hohlraum axis and normal to axis. 
No-yield shots at 1.8 MJ and 1.0 MJ with no cell material phase 
boundaries give only ionized Au and Cu debris. Maintaining material 

. phase boundaries for the 1.8 MJ shot gives only ionized Au, but equal 
masses of ionized and solid Cu, with a considerably lesser amount of 
vaporized Cu, and no appreciable melted Cu. 

Shrapnel from CVO TUbeS:(preliminary results are shown for a single tube pair) 
Mass coming from different sections and sectors of cry0 tubes overlap at 
the first wall in a complicated array. 
Melt and vapor material are somewhat directional, whereas solid shrapnel 
tends to be more uniformly dispersed. 
Further work is needed to verify the results obtained and to compute more 
selected mass and particle size distributions at the first wall and debris 
shields; also, then damage can be computed based on algorithms we have 
and expect to improve based on beebee gun experiments. 
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